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lack Dialect, Reading Ipterference and 71assrcar InteractitDr.
.

Herbert r. Sirons
-4

A major problem that continues to plague American education is the fact

that large numbers of Black students ate not learning to read-well enough to

function in a society that requires its citizenry to attain a high degree of

'literacy. Black students' lack of reading skills remains a problem despite

, .

the great deal of attention that it has received and the enormous amount of

federal, stateand local money that has and continues to be spent in attempts

to solve it. Our past performance on this prooIe leads one to sadly predict

that the current emphasis on skill.hierarchies, bChaVioral objectives, manage-

sent systems and the like will produce the same.meagei results that programmed

instruction, computer assi§ted'instruction, performance contracting, talking

typewriters, etc. have produced. There are at least three reasons for this

r .1

dismal state of affairs. First, im a lack of bas4c understanding of the readin

scquisition,process-. We do not have any, conpretten.4ve developmental 'theories

3
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of,reading acquisition. Despite the volunincJs research literature, reading

instruction is mostly art and very little science. Second, as a result of '

this lack of basic kno....4edge-mdst innovations such as the ones nentioned'end
4

up organizing or arranging. instruction id.different ways but their content,

1:e., the.set of skills that are taught, remain the sase---Thus we end uip

with the same old content presented in a nea 4ay. _ it is not surprising that

students do not read any better under the new'programi than the old ones.

Finally, the research and instruction in reading has tended to focus on

materials and methods rather than on the instructiodal interchange between

teachers pnd students as it actually takes place in the classroom. This focus

on methods and materials, is.; in my opinion, misguided and unlikely to prove

'fruitful in the'future.This focus has had a major influence on the research
,

.
.

.,

.
,

,

.
.

.
.

on Black dialect and reading-which is the main topic of this paper.

_

' Black Language - T4 Deficit and Difference View oints

Over the past decade one explanation that has'been danced for Black

students' poor reading performance is- their language. Two essentially

different views of. llack children's language havg been proposed to explain

their reading fillureztjkey are deficit and difference views. The deficit

.
view holds'that the language of B1a4 children is an inferior\form of

- 1

standard English which is unacceptable in school and society &Ad is an in-
.

adequate iehixle.for thinking and 'learning to read. Thus. Black children are

handidapped by the inadequacy of their langliage id learning to read. The

deficit viewpoint,'which has been shown to Be false by Laboy (1959} and tothert,

.
. . .

appears to still be the predominant view in the.schoolsand in,societyr in

. .
..-,

.

.

general; Hy impression is thot sob progress ho, beeft made among faculty
.
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.members. at schools of educatioland in the Leachitg of leading tiextbdoks

where the deficit view is out of fdvor, or at least is not publicly espoused.

Unfortunately, in the places where most reading instruction takes place, the

4 p
schools, the deficit view'is still strong.

The. difference view on, the other hand h6ids that Black Children speak a

dialect of English which will be referred to in thii paper as Black dialect.

Black dialect as an exprAsion of Black culture is a viable system of com-

municatioh and assuch is different from standard English but in no way

---inferior to it as a vehicle for thinking and learning to read. ACcording to

the difference viewpoint the problems that Black children have in learning to

..eread are due to the fact that the schools opeiate with and recognize only`

standard English, andar,unwilling'and unable to 'accommodate to Black children,

and their language. The difference viewpoint is held bymoit linguists,

anthropologists,. and some psychologists and educators. The difference view

is the prevailing notion apong academics who study language. And there is now

very debate about the relative merits of the deficit and difference

views. The issue is'settled and the difference view prevails. Unfortunately,

the majority of teachers of Black children, T would guess, ascribe fo the
%

4

deficit view and those that ascribe to the difference view only have a dim-

understanding of it and even less understanding of what it means in terms of

reading instruction.

.1

Both the deficit and difference points of view hold thatthere is a close

relationship between language and reading and that the mismatch between Black

children's language and the language used n school and in the reading texts

5
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e lir
interferes 4ith Black child,n's acqui:-,ition.c.f. reading skills. Kroponents .

of eadh, view differ profoundlr_in assigning blame for the problem and con,

sequentLy in proposals for remedying it. The defiCiL viewpoint as its

name implies assumes 'that the Black Child'slanguage.ls defective and focuses'

. -

do changing it.: Its advocates propose 'either eliminating Black dialect
A

entirely and replacingfit yith standard Enklih or adding standard Eaglish

as a second'dialett. The instructional means,Tor accomplishing this is usually,

borrowed from second language teachiAg.techniques. All of this changing of

the Black child's language.is t o take place either before reading instruction

. begins or concurrently with it.. The objeCtive is to remove,the source Of the

problem.. =.4

The difference viewpoint assigns the blame to the schools and proposes

that the schools accommodate to Black-dialect. Its prOponents would do this

by changing the methods agd materials

into two categories. The first would

read with by esseliall writing them

to teach reading. Their proposals fall

change the books that children .earn to

in Black dialect.
1.

The second, proposed

by Gdodman (1965), would retain the standard English materials but allow

children'to produce a Black dialect rendition of then, Thus in the first

proposal only the materials are changed,vhile in the second the materials

remain the same while the teachers must adopt a strategy of accommodating to

dialect.

The proponents' of the viewpoint's discussed, above have Simply assumed that,

the mislatch.beiween Black children's language and the language of the school

causes reading interference. They (myself 1,ncl!ad:d) h.ive adopted this

N assumption without proposing any detailed explanation of the mechanism for

6
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this interference. Thus little if ,y of the resear,h has been directed, at

describing these mechanisms. And since the proposals for remedying the

problem concern methods and materials, the rEc.enrch hay focused on materials

and has attempted.to demonitrate the existence of reading interference by

concentrating oq examining the effect 'of prototype instructional materials.

For,example, one major way of studying reading lohterfercncc'has been to compare

Black children's reading of Black dialect and standard Englijh texts. If the

Black dialect texts produce better reading, then both reading interference and
.

the usefulness of dialect reading texts'is presumably demonstrated. These

texts can then serves prototypes for dialect readers.

A notable exception to the emphasis on materials is the Goodman (1965)

'proposal, which would retain the existing materials and locqs on the teacher

and his/her,response to the Black child's dialect rendition of the Next.
-

Labov ( 967) and a few others have fOCused on the teacher rathei,than on the

msteri However, beyond the general call for teachers to know about dialect

and its features and not to reject the child's Language, and the more spAific

su tion that dialect-based miscues not be corrected;there been no real

discussibn of the mechanisms of interference nor of detailed strategies, for

t

teachers to follow in dealing withit. Andsince materials are easier to study

than teachers, there has been alost no research on the Goodman (1965) proposal.

. The Piesetrup (1973) study Is the only one that I an amiiiar with that foiused

on teachers. Her study.afid an analysis of some of het:data will be disclissed

in the last part of this paper.

I will now turn to the empirical evideaie ON the question'of reading inter-

ference and the efficacy of the proposed In examining this evidence

one finds that it is much more equivocal tb.i one 'utonlii uxpet.. glynn the
7

forceful rhetoric.that surroads the ique.l.

7
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Black Dialect and PP111n- Interference

Black dialect and standard English-differ in phonological and grammatical'

40
features and in lexical item. Most of the research has been directed at

questions of phonological and grammatical interference and has tended to study

one or the other and only in acne cases both.
2

Phonological Interference

One major behavioral 'consequence of the difference between Black dialect

and standard English phonological systems for reading acquisition is that

certain written words are pronounced differently by Black dialect speakers than

by standard English speakers. The results of these differences are words that

have a pronunciation unique.to Black dialect, e.g., Aness" for "nest," "ress"

for "rest," and "han" for "hand." In addition, there are words whose Black'

dialect pronunciation results in a-different word, e.g., "toss" for."test,"

'lien" for Imend," "walk" for. "walked," "coal" for "cold," etc. The latter

.result in an extra set'of homophones for Black dialect speakers. These differences

in pronunciation presumably could interfere with the acquisition of word recogni-

tion skills-even though the precise way they interfere has never been spelled Out,.

Melmed (1970) conducted one of the first empirical studies of phonological

interfitence. He compared third grade Black children with third grade White

_ children-on their ability to discriminate auditorily, to produce, and 'comprehend

in oral and silent reading the ma)4or phonological features of Black' dialect.

Ha fotind that the Blacks differed from the Whitesin auditory discrimination

. -.

and productiun'of the. selecttd feature,;, dtclo.trating that they were dialect
-

Speakers. If phonological interference exist4 then the speaker, who exhibited I Ili
tbe'mot dialect features, in thi study thillack ,olbjvccs; !Mould do legs well
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on the reading measures than the Whites, who .±n this- study exhibited' fewer

dialect features. If there is no phonological interference, thch there should

-

be no difference'on the reading teasuresI The ratter was found to be the case

in Melmedis study. While Black subjecls differed from Whites on audiiory

discrimination and production of Black dialect phonological features,, they did

not-differ on their ability to compreheild thew_ip oral: and-silent reacling.

Thus the Melmed study does not support the hypothesis of phonological inter-

ferecce. There are,.howeve,r, some questions concerning the represenfitiveness

of his'sample in terms of reading ability and degree of dialect that tend to

weaken his findings.

Another study of phonological interference was conducted by Simons (1974),

in which decond, third, and fourth grade Black. children read real and nonsense

Black dialect hoiophone pairs, e.g.", "bus"-"bust," "hus"-"hust." It was

hypothesized that the first member of each pair would be-easier tQ read since.

its spellingIs closer to Black dialect phonology than the second member. In-

all three grades,. there were either no differences between the word types or

1 the difference fairored the more complex-.spelling. Thus the pfionological7inter-

ference hypothesis, was again not supported.

A third studyof-phonological ineertcreace was'conducted by Rystrom (1970)' \l

who compared the effect of training in the produCtion of standard English

phonology on, the riading achievement Of first grade Black dialect speakers.

The experimental group received trainingdn produiing standard-Eng1ish phonology;_
A

the control groupgivived-riiiUngo azte_training_withOut particul?r Cmphasis

nn- standard English: If phonological interference with learning torpad exists',

then the experimental' should exhibitless d4lect as a result of the

9
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training and should read better than the control group which shou d exhibit-

more dialect becausethey received no standard English training. He found

w _ - .

training in standard English phonology did not produce significant differences

in reading achievement on three measures df reading achievement. One, signifi-

cant:difference was found but it favored the control group. .Thus it appears

that the Rystrom study alio failed to support the hypothesis of phonological

interference.

Rentel and Kennedy (1972) cOnducted another.study relevant to the question

Of phonological interference. They studied the effects of pattern drill in

-.

. standard Ehglish on_ first grade Appalachian dialect speakers and its influencei-
.

\ ,

. snit reading achievement. Since Appalachian dialect was studied and not Black
. , ..

,

'dialect, the study is not an exact test of the question for Black dialect.

"However, Black dialect and Appalachian dialect, have some features in common and

th4y are both dialects'of English, so that the results may have some bearing

on the question for Black, dialect speakers. Rentel and Kennedy'employed the same
4

research strategy as Rystrom in-that-they attempted to manipulate the' amount of

dialect to see if it affected-reading achievement.' If dialect interferes, the.

,

group that receives training in standard English should aperience less inter-

ference and do,better in reading than a comparable group %rho have no training

and thus presumably experience more,dialect interference.

Rentel and Kennedy found no difference in reading achievement between the

experimental and control groups. Thus, this study fails also to support phonon

logical interference. However, in both the Rentel and Kennedy,and Rystrom

- studies the standard English training failed to work so that One could argue

that the phonological interference hypothsp was not adequately tested.

I
4
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lUrtherobut indir t, evidence on the question of phonologica inter-

ference is provide y Cf.terberg (1961), whq studied reading acqui ition in

a= dialect are of SWeden. He conducted an experiment in which a Troup of first

grade'c dren were taught for the first ten weeks of the school year with

especially written to conform to the phonolOgicarfeatur ofthe dialect

area in which they lived. A control group received instruc'tif using standark,

texts that conform to the standard Swedish speech. If phono :Weal interference_

siith learning to read exists, then teaching students to reaf with texts that

conform to their phonological system shOuld reduce this interference and thus

-/

perior to the control

Increase reading achievement.

4_0sterberg found"that the, experimental group was s

group after ten weeks, and ar the end of one year, various measures of - -

reading achievement. Thus this studyoffersso suppoit for the hypothesis

of phonological interference.
.

With the exception ,of the Osteiberg study the evidence on phonological

/

interference tends to be negative . However, there are methodological problems

_ with the studies concerning both/Internal and external validity that I have .

discussed elsewhere which to to weaken the findings (Simons 1971). Thus the

_ .

question of phonologica interference while negative is'still not closed.

GramnaticaLInt ference

Turn to the questionof grammatiCal reading'intetfdrente, the evidence

more negative. Grammatical reading interforence is pre =ably caused

by itie mismatch between thgIllaek child's syntax and the stand d 'English

syntax of the texts' s /he reads (Stewart 1969, Sara:. r969). he mce.h,Inisms

of thii proposed interference are not very clear. Thy inv lye ca:;eq where

11

(
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eta ard English sentences arc interpreted as non-cquivalent Black dialect

se ences. For example,"He 411 be busy," might be interpreted as a habitual

ion because of the "bel (Stewart 1969). They also involve Such things-as
- - - 1"

allure to interpret'" as a past tense marker because it is not pronounced.

-

And finally there is the extra step or translation hypothesis which 'proposes

that. Black children go ehroughn extra step in'reading because they have to

translat- e from'the.,standar d Ehglish text to.their own Black dialect grnmMatical

system. None of these proposals are very_convincing.:
. .

The empirical' research on grammatical interference has wie few exceptions
,

.

.
..

,
.

.

been concerned with attempting to show that Black children read tats written in
,

.

Black dialect grammar better-than texts written in siandaid End Pish-

Tvo studies,- Ruddell (196) and Tatham (1970), providelindirect evidence on
! .

.

the question because they used standaanglish speaking,Wbite children. They

. .

,.

' both found'that standard English, speaking White elementary school children.

comprehended material written.in grammatical sentence patterns more frequently

used in their oral language better than material written in sentence, patterns

lest frequently used in-their oral lianguage.

The findings of these studies support the. motion that children comprehend

written language bettervif it is closer -to their oral" language and that written

language further away from their spoken language interferes with reading. If

these findings can be demonstrated with llaek dialect speaking children, then

the reading interference hyPothesis would receive strong'support.
4

Alnfortunately for the proOonenta of dialect readers the same results have

pot been .found try studies of dialect 3e.....iikers. V.Ilker (1975) in a study of
-

third grade children whospeak a Newfundland dialect found that the standard
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English texts produced faster reading speeds and fewer errors than ,the dialect

texts. Studies,of Black dialect speaking children

have been. conducted by Schaaf (1971), Sims (1972),

Nolen (1972), Mathewson (1974) anMarriot and !'

they used a-variety of reading materials includ ories written especially

for the studies, foktales, and standardized pastagis from reading tests each

ip grades two through` four

Sir=.qns -afd Johnsdn (1974),

Taken all together '

written in a Black dialect and standard English version. The criterion measures

included multiple choice comprehension questions, free recall lad oral reading

errors. The results were either no differences between the versions orpetter

.reading of the standard English version:in no'instasce was the Blackillialect

-version read better. Thus,all these studies of dialect speakers including the
.

_Renter and Kenne4.(1972) study mentioned earlier, which'also studied grammatical
.

.

interference, offer-no support for the grammatical reading interference hypothesis.
/ a ,

The only support for it is the9very indirN evidence previded.by the Ruddell .

, .

. ,. .
.

%(1963) and Tatham (1970) studIps. ,

.

.0 t

.overall the empirical evidence in support of grammatical as well as

phonological interferenCe is very thin indeed. There is almost no positive
_ . A '1

evidence to support it.. On the b IP the empirical ewidencediscwised in

this paper, Black dialect as an explanaionfor Black children's poor reading
a

perforMance seeks almost a dead issue.' However, the Issue is not as moribund

4 as it appears to be:

Alternative Explan t ion for NeRativo Tv Vence

On the Kea in Interterena. hvpopor:14 t

' The negative evidence on reading interference May be due more to the way
. ,

it has been studied and conceived of Lather than to the realih/of464existence. ,

or.nor rexistencf. As mentioned enrli.ernmniticn1 Intrferonee ht; heen almost
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11, egclusively"studied by comparing Black children's reading of texts written

in-standard English and Black dialect. These studies havelbeen criticized
4

because of the. size and natere:,of their sample of subjects and the appro-

.

priatenesi of the materials,,i.e., whether and to what-degree the Blackdialect

A

vNiops matched thl Black thildren's speech (Baratz 1971, Sidlans 1972). These

criticisms tend to weaken, the negative findings-on interference. And while

these criticisms may have some validity, I believe that the findings are

essentially valid, i.e., Black children when.giyen a text written in Black

dialect will not read it with any better comprehension than they will atext

wyftten in standard English. In, fact they will prdbably read it with less

comprehension than the standard English text due to the'novelty of encountering

their dialectiin print for the first time, even though they may prefer to

listen to spoken Black dialect and comprehend it better. In fact this latter

point is-inp#OrAd by Mathewson (1974). He found that Black children had a

more positive attitude and better, comprehension toward folktales told to theme,

in Black dialect than when told to them in standard English; while the reverse

vas true when the,Joikt4les were presented in written dorm.

The reason, in my opinion, for the finding of no advantage for theBlack

dialect texts is that the places in, the sthdard English texts that present

conflict points with Black children's dialect do not cause any serious loss of

comprehension. For example, when "ed" is not interpreted as past tense, there

are other redundant syntactic and semantic cues which provide the sameinforma=

tion. Thesithere is no loss of information. In the studies under discussion

- when the Black dialect text is presented with conflict points removed there is

.1_

no Increase in comprehension over the standard Friclfrh teat betnuge the conflict

vents did not cause any real problems in the fir,:t rlAce. Some evidence for

.14
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this' conclusion is 'provided by Labov (19n) who studied interference caused

by the past tense morpheme "ed.". More.specifically he investigated whither
. A . .

or not Black adolesdents understood that the "ed" signaled past action. He

had subjects read aloud isOlated sentences like the following: "When,rpassed

by, I read the posters." and "I looked for trouble when I read the news."
,-

Their pronunCiation of the homogratk "read" ir.dicatchether or not they had

understood .the "ed" to be a past tense marker. Labov found that his subjects

were able to comprehend the past tense marker only 35 to 55% of the time.

This fact suggests that failure to pronounce the "ed" interfered with comprehension

of his sentences a substantial part of the time. He also found that performance me,

on this task did not correlate with overall 'leading skill as measured by a -
.....,

standardized r4ding comprehension test. This lack of correlation between

comprehension of the past tense Marker and overall reading skill suggests that
, .

even though specific features of dialect may not be comprehended they do not

interfere with overall comprehension,

The explanation for epe lack of interference withcomprehension of con-

nected text is that any ambiguities that may arise in individual sentences

concerning. tense, plurality, Xsessive, etc., are compensated for by syntactic

and semantic information in the rest of the text or by other semantic information

within the same sentence. Thus one would expect no comprehension problem with a '

sentence like, "Yesterday when I passed by, I read the posters."because a

redundant cue, i.e., yesterday, to the past tense interpretation has been-added.

One would also expect, that even the original Labov sentence would be understood

when embedded in a passage which provided other redundan't cues for the past

tense.

. 15
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Thus there appe
, .

reading Of textsb

-
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be no interference-from df5Tect during actual

e of the availability of other red.indanttues to

_meaning. 1. you e to argise, however, that reading interference may still

studies reviewed here have conceived pf it and attempted

to demoastraite in-an inadequate way. A number of-the studies revieyed have

/

exist but that

asked whether/thire auld, be differences in co prehension in- reading texts

with and, Without dIalecteonfliet points, i.e.', in standard English and Black

V t
dialect. If differences-In comprehension in the predicted direction between

the texts are ford then reading interference exists'. the rear question in my

- &
opinion is noi3Ofiether Bladk children's dialect interfekes with their actual

-410

- ,t,

reading of texts i. but whether-their dialect` interferes with their acquisition

P
of repling skills necessary to read.these texts. The ploblem is that Slack

dialect speaking children havi not acquited
.

.

texts blittehlor their grade level whether

or Biack.dialOct.
4

sufficient tlading skills to read

they arewritten in stn dard English\ I

r

. - ,
. fl

'r

.

I _would like' to propdhe that Black dialect readinglnterference(should be
,

conceived of as. interference with the process by which C ldren acquire reading
_

#
,

skint rather.than Ulth their actual reading of texts. keading acquisition is

a developmeat41 processthat takei4late'over a period o time and it should
i

1.

be'studieraa such. .0ne shot experiments in child en read standard English

and Black dialect

reading acquisition

One approach

s will tot tell us much about rea4ag interference or the

procest.

demonstrating tnterference

thae.the one ehot approaches: has been suggested

and others. Thii approach'is to teach Black ch

4

16

that is m

by Baret

ildrowto t

ecologically valid

969),Stewart (1969)

using dialect -
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readers and compare their reading; achievement to'other Black children usinget.ventiona readers. hit Black children learn to read betteF with the -

Italect readers tt;aniwith traditional reiders, tlifn not only would reading
7

interference be demonstrated but Tele sointiOn to the problem 'verified, i.e.,

use dialect readefs.
, .

This approach to the issue in my opinion offers 11.4le hope foe'either

di4onStrating interference or solving Biack-children4s reading problem. There .

are a number of reasons for my pessimism. First, there is the problpm of con-
..

structiskthe reading texts. Black children differ in the frequency of the

'dialect features they produce id there is the gen4a1 problem of yhich,children's

/

speech is to be matched. Second, there is the problem of coilducting large sale,

long term, comparative curticulum experiments in the schools. There are a

multitude ofasethodological pr oblems, the most severe of which is' lack of control

.over teacher variables that are- in my opinion insurmountable.- The incone lt;siveness

of the decoding versus meaning reading methods,pxperiMents is in part due to their

4sifure to overcome the methodological problems that are inherent in lArge scale

intact claisroom experiments. Third, there is the vehement opposition of Black

A
teachers, administrators and parents. They object to dialect readers because

they see them is perpetuating thsmuse of dialect which they believe to be an

impediment to achieving full participation in society.. Because of this opposition,

ss far as Iloow, no large scale dialect reader eiperient has ever been attempted.

The problem is further ComP1106ted because the Blacks that are administrators in

school districts and are thUs iri key pooicions to stop these experiments are
,

often the koSt(vehement opponents of them. ram not optimistic about overcoming

this opposition, at least 'in the short run.

4,
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Fourth, in reading methods on.2c:,,A. o' mateti ...ls Is comp.ared

to another, differences, when they are found, usually have a magnitude of a

few months on a standardized reading test. Th.se differences could jiist as

- 4

easily be attributed to teacher difference as they could to method. On the 4/1

.N.

other, hand, the discrliancy between the scores of Black and White Children Cad"
.

,

..

range from five months to five years ciPpnndin7 unoWthe rrade level' tested.'
. '

.

..

Thus it seems unlikely that differences in reading mateAgis alone could explain

the gap between Whites and Blacks. .It seems highly improbable .that dialect `

readers alowould make enough difference, even if they prove to be superior .

to standard English readerlik

Fifth, there is also the problem that large scfe,methods comparison

studies concentrate on comparing ene'products, i.e., standardized achievement

test scores. There is rarely any efaminatiqg of'the process by which those

scores are achieved. Thus whatever the findings of these studies, one is hard

pressed to extract any.useible information that can be applied in the schools,
4

Finally, the most serious problem with a methods comparison study, which

often boils down.to a materials comparison study, is that the variables being

siinipulated, i.e., the materials, may not-be important inthe firsk place. In

my opinion, materials alone are not that significant a factor in childreh's

reading acilievement.

The most fruitful way to study reading interference is to study the

reading acquisition process directly-and the role that Black 'children's dialect

'plait in'it.by examining reading Instruction as it actually lakes place in

schools.

.18
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Learning to read in school involves two types of 'activities. In the

first the student works by him/herself and interact.; with_written materials.

The research reviewed in this paper has been aimed,at examining the degree of

reading interference thit takes place during this type of activity. The

negative research evidence and the discussioe of it presented-mhove suggests

that `reading interferehOe during this.type of activity is not'a major probled.

Since thi research bas not provided the detailed type of tnalysis'over time

of this activity, this source of interference cannot be ruled out, completely.

However, the second type of activity that children engage in when learning

to read pravides a more promising si e for reading interference. Thi.vecerl.qty

Is
4

involves what is usually thought of instruction. It consists of a teacher,in-

structing or guiding a child or group of children in some reading related

-activity. The medium for this activity is spoken language and the activity
I

involves a laRguage interdhangebetween teacher and child or Children. I would

like to suggest that what takes place during this activity is a sajor determinant

of the degree of reading skill that Black children 'acq The study of the

language interchange during this activity should provid4 important informition

about the reasons Black children have so much difficulty leaining to read and

the role their dialect plays in this difficulty.
.

A Linguistic and Sociolinenistic Frnrework
For Studying ClasIfoom interaction

The recent research in linguistics and sociolinguistics prolAdes A useful

fsitacwork for analyzing the interaction that takes place during classroom

reading instruction. The theory of speech acts fo ilseson the effects that

utterances produce. In th ,is theory a distinction is made between the propositional

4

2
19
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..% '

,

content of an utterance, i.e., it:.. lit,rai :.2anIng Saj, its illocutionary force,- '

.
/7 ,

.

1.1s illrintended ,
effect 'on others.- TheSe, two aspects often'differ. Thus a

,.. , -.

iftatement by-a teacher to ti-rild-ren like, "We .4on't sit on the tables,'! has a
,

4
c . % 1

_ literal meaning related to the fact that certain people don't sit on tables. .-

.Iti illocutionary force is. that of a request or order to not sit on the tables.

The ititerpretatton of sPeeck;act.s is dependent unon shared background informa-

Ulm, of certain principles of cooperative conversation .(Grice 1975), and he

ability of-the learner to make inferences (Searle 1975)- Gumperz (1974, 1976),

Guaperz and Herasimchuk(1972),noting that the theory of speech acts deals only

*vie) individual utterances,have expanded upon it by proposing the notion of

situated meaning. The situated meaning of an utterance'is the speaker's intent

id a particular context. Context includes the speaker's perception of the social

situation and social relations, the type 6f sppech activity, and the relation

of the utterance to the utterance surrounding it and the discourse as a whole.

The comprehenelon of the situated weaning of an u tterance is dependent,u0on,the

interpretation of its literal content and the utilization of the meta - communicative

cases, contextualization cues that signal the meaning in a particular social

situation: Some contextualization cues that have been identified include, intona-

tion, code switching, stress, chpidge of lexical items and syntactic structure,

rhyt , loudness and softness, an4 utterance sequencing strategies: Thus effective

enamunication involves interpretation of the..si.tuated meaning of messages which is

4
in turn dependent upon the proper interpretation of the literal meping as well

as the contextualization cues. The type of coy-munic 4it.ve strategies employed

and the meaning of contextualizatiou cu is largely a matter'of social convention.

I Thu4 as Gumpert (1975) explains it shared culunicAtivsi,bac4round opeilences

are a major determinant of commintentive strawcy which ineludos the usr and

interp retation of contoxtnalization cups.

: 20
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Since the conventions govOrning the interpretation

7
of contextualization cues are not overtly verbalized,

they must be learned. indirectly through regulai and

direct associations with their uses.' Understanding

of contextualization,cues is therefore in larie part

a matter of shared background, of similarity of past

communicative experience and,values.,,

443

(Gumperz 1976)

Since there are cultural differences in communicative background there will be

cultural differena% in communicative strategies and in the interpretation

of the situated meaning of passages. This could lead to miscommunication

between sewers of different cultural groups. In this way:cultural differences

tan cause miscommunication.

Tbe`problems- that Black children encounter when learning tb read 'in school

may be in ipit at least the results of.miscommunication of situated meaning

I

s"7

between teacher and student that is caused by an unshared communicative background.
1

Beading Interference and Classroom Interaction

One obvious way to study the problem of miscommunication is to examine

classroom interaction during reading instruction. Piestrup (1973) conducted' one

of the only studies that looked at the language interchange during reading

instruction of Black children. She observed and tape recorded the reading in-
.

atructien in fourteen Black inner city first grade classrooms. She focused on

episode here dialect usage occurred during reading In:truction as well as

JP

episodes where other language` 'instruction took place. She found teacher style

4
differences in,handling of Black children's lan4ut;e and iIte., differences

- '

were reflected In cone dIfference1 in re:iatng swore; am4) elm- grooms. These

21
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findings must,be treated cautiously because the children in the classrooms

were not equated in ability'to begin with-so that differences in end of year

readimg scores between classrooms may be due to inLtial ability differences

rather than teacher style influences.

The episodes she describes are the most important aspect of the study.

The episodes involving dialect interference provide the. data from which some

clues to the mechanisms of interference may be inferred. The remainder of this

4

paper is devoted to an analysis of one of-these episodes.

In this episode children are seated around a large table reading sentences

printed on long manila strips: Each child has his/her own, printed sentence

which is laiie enough for the group to read.

ReaditaLInterrerence Epilode

Line 1. Teacher (T) This One, (C1). This way,.(C1). /Come on you're

right here. Hurry up.

C
1

/dey/

3. T Get your finger outof your mouth.

4. C1 call (cirld continues without hesitation)

3. T Start again.
a

6. Cl /dey /. call,. What is it? What-is it?

7. T What's this word? (pointing out the word "They")
-Cr

49. C
2

/dey/ ik

9. C
I

/dim/

10. T What is it ?.. (contrastive .stress on "What ")

114 C idJet/

.
12. C2 ./dey/

22
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t
41.

13. Cl /dey/

14.. T Look at my-tongue, Thcy (stress on "-th")

.^ -15. C1 They
4

16. T. .They.' Look at my tongue. (b4ween.her teeth)

.17. *-C
1

/they/ (between 43rey/ and Ifley, bat closer:to:/dey/)

18. T 4 That's right. Say it again.. 0

19. C
1

/they/ (betweennrey/ and /dey/ but closer to-/deW)

20: ,T They. O.K. . Pretty good. O.K. ...C1'

The discussien.that follows is speculative in nature and is meant to be suggestive

and provocative of further research rather than definitive. The discussion and

conclusions are limited by the unavailability of nonverbal information that was

communicated in the episodes, and the inability to question the participants

about the cues (mid and their intentions inevitably leads to aMbiguity..

Gumperz (1976 has proposed a questioning strategy to be employed with participants

in a conversation that will help reduce these ambigUitics. There fialso the

problem that the theory of situated meaning is still evolving and has not been

worked out in detail. Thus itiapplication-in any verbal interchangleaves

. .

room for different interpretations. Further the generality of the conclusions is

limited by the.sample vf teachers that Piestrup studied since there is no informa-
1

-

tign about their represenAtiveness. With these limitations in mind, let us

turn to ,the analysis of the episode..

The crux of. the comMunicative problem in this episode appears to be the

- .
hared background knowledge of the participants about standard English and

Mack dialect pronuncia ion, and the teacher's unsuccessful verbal sttategies 4-

olflor eliciting the'resp' se.ithat she wants.
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The episode be4ins with C-
1

In r ptonuunclu); the word "thPy" in a

manner consistent with his own dialect thus indicating successful recognition

-of the word. The child's definition of the relding ta'-k at this point in the

sptsote---istcr-correctly---recogsvi-aa-:dadej.Lords in his own dialect.

By his own definition of the task he is4puccessfully accomplishing t in a ;ray

that is consistent with his communicative background. The teacher's definition

--orthe task.is Similar to that of the child -'s but is different in one crucial

way. For Ber fhe task is also to recognize and pronounce the word4ut the

pronunciation must be in standard English. It ko not clear whether she believes

that,correct recognition of words in reading is only indicated by standard English

pronunciation arJabether-she is consciously attempting to,teach standaid English

as a partef the reading task. The rest of_ this episode can be seenlAs an un-

successful attempt by the teacher, through the useof communicative strategies,

to get the child to adopt her definition of the task.

The child's first word in line 1 does not fully conform to the teacher's

definition of the task. In Bider to get him to adopt her definitionef the task

she says in line 2, "Get your finger out of your mouth." This is on one level a

command to the child to take his finger away from his mouth. On another level it

ma also indicate that the child has made a mistake in pronouncing the word due

to his finger being in his mouth. It is also probably a command to go back and

"correct" the word to standard Englishvi-onunciation. C1 in line 4 fails to

interpret the situated meaning of the teacher's utterance, ignores it and continues

reading. In line 5._ the teacher, interrupts th;1 child's reading again wiehthe k

statement, "Stdrt again." On one level the .utterance -is ,command to s6rt reading

1

the sentence again. The situated meaning is a cOmmand to Correct his "mistake:"

The child (ails again to responLito.che situated r....1.tint; hot trflpond.. drily to the III

.1f)eral meaning And in line 6 read the full -ontnfr without correcting, the "Mi4.ial(e."

I

24
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_In both of the teacher's utterances the contextualization cues are;
44,

lexiial and.fhe' child fails to respond appropriately -to them Aid, thus, fails

to get the situated meaning of the utterances. This .failure to interpret-the

situated .meaning of these utteranc es maybe due. to hii failure to-correc.ily

interpret the contextualizatlen cue that in'the 'school sit. tion "Start again, ".
1

and "Get your fingUr out of your mouth," means .you ha* 1--idea mistake and you,

mist correct it. But even if has interpreted thy-fonsextualizatiOh cue
.

.
.

correctly aad understands that he madefarmdstake, his unsharedbackground

.knowledge does not allow him to correct it., More specifically the teacher. in

her ignorance of. his dialect expects him to be aide tohear and produce the

distinction between at and /d /,in initial position in'trords while the fact

-

4

that he is a Black dialect speaker sakes this difficult if not impossible. The

C

fact that later on in the episode his presumably standard'protunciation in the

teacher's eyes is closer to dialect that td standard supports the contention

that the distinction is not in hisrepertoire. He also-may not see its Salitence

to reading. The fact that he makes no atteipn to change his response as be does

later on in the episode in response to differentixontextualization cues suggests

that there is a problem interpreting these contextualization cues. In'line 7

.

the teachor changes her contextualization cue to a question, "What's this word?"

accompanied by a nonverbal cue, i.e., pointing. The situated meaning of the

utterance is the same, i.e.,'correct the mistake.. However, here she is more

. _

specific in showing-which word into be corrected and in providing a redundant .

cue. Cl correctly interprets, the cue as is Shown by his changing the word ion
. -...,,-.4 ----,

,.

Which the teacher has focused. But he is unable to get the full iituatedimeaning
. .

and produces a different word, /4 t/, which indicates-ataintis inability to

produce the standard Engli:,h pron4nciat.ion that the 1.e.lehor exuctl. C1''

_
y

25
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.

response /dXt/ in line 9 departsrconsidurably from the actual printed text

and ignores the notion that words should fit into the context of.a.sentence.

1/4 .

The teacher responds with the utterance in line 10, "What Is it?" with contrastive

stress on "what." Beie the contextualizatiOn cue is stress and-intonation

indicating again that the response is wrong and it dhoUld be,corrected. C1

correctly interprets the cue Ind changes his answer. Unfortunately he does not

,produce the right answer because of his dialect. C3 and C2 also produce wrong

answers. because of their dialect:- At this point in the episode the children's '

definition of the task tjs shifted from one of word recognition to one of trying

to guess what the teacher wants them to say. They have given up the:re4ding

task and switched to a guessing gane.. The rest of the episode turns into an

unsuccessful les%on in standard English pronunciation in which the teacher

./0

eventually accepts as correct without ealizing it\, pronunciation of "thee that

is closer to Black dialect than stands d English. It\is not clear 'hat. the

children hake ,learned anything about 'reading or about *s andard-English from this

episode.

Another aspett'of this episode which is of interese i the teacher's

.

questioning strategy,and in particular the utterance she use to signal to'C1

that his response is'incorrect and that le should correct it. ,She uses Utterances

such is,-"Get your finger out of your mouth, " °Start again," ' at 'd this word,"

and "What is it?". Other teachers on the.Plestrup tapes use "Pa'don me?", "/

can't heat you," and 'repetition of children's responses with quest%n intonationl,

All ofthese_utterances that teachers U5C to correct vildren are characterized

)

-by/heir indirectness hey only indirectly tell the children what is'wrong.

The use of this indirectness id% chsractcrizes,thc episode under discussion

and doCher episodes in the Piestrup often.re,m1t4 in childreft not producing

26
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the "right".answ r, i.e., the answer thAt the teach2r wants. The use of

..-indireotness may cause communication-problems in the Toff owing ways. In-

'directness is an effectiv'e strategy when there isa great deal of shared background'

knowledge. In the case ofBlack children ,these is probably less-shared background ,

knowledge than teachers assume, because, in addition to adultikhild differences,

there are cultural differences in communicative background experiences. When

shared background knowledge is missing or low then the child must rely more

heavily on contextualiFation cues to draw

And there may be iultural add adult-child

of contextualizarion cues (Gumperz 1976).

inferences about the situated meaning.

differences in the selection and use

-In 'addition, it has been pointed ogt

that indirectness is not very useful when new.in;!zfxion is Seirig conveyed and

instruction in school often presumably involves new information (Cook-Gumperz 1976).

Aisoin everyday conversation where'there is a, great deal of indirectness when

someone does not understand- themeaning of an indirectskech act s/he can ask

the speaker 40 explain in a more direct way. In the tapes under study this

dbis not happen'vry often-. It may be that it is not encouraged or accepted in

school discourse. If this is Olf case, then the child is put at a further

diiadvantage in interpreting indirectness then s/he would be in everyday con-

versation because s/he cannot use his/her normal repair strategies when s/he does

not underitand something,. Finally, indirectness often leads to a series of

questionswhen the first question fs not answered correctly. The simple length

of.ehe interchange may increase tbegobability that the children will be
- .

distracted from the original readng task.

.0-
The issue of the use of indirectness y teachers is particularly important

III.

ecaisse teachers are taught to use strategies that require students to draw

inferences and work thinKa out for them:wives. The ut.e of indirectness is a

0 *".
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widely used way of accomplishing this. If further research bears out some

of-the above speculation then important implications for teacher training

could be drawn.

This episode suggests some of the mechanisms by which Black children's

.dialect interferes with learning_sp read. The unshared knowledge between

teacher and child about dialect., children's pr.Idc-,:.s with interpreting con-

textualization cues, and the teachers' indirect teaching strategies all combine

to distract the child from the reading task.

In other episodes the children are not distraCced from the readingtask

as completely as in the epiiode discussed. Reading simply gets defined as the

production, of pronunciations that noonc uses. Thus in one episode children

.

are made to pronounce the word "pond" as pond + 4,\I by a teacher atteMliffing

to get ti4m to,produce the final consonant. Thus reading becomes a strange

.seek -
activity Orli differs subettantially fiba everyday language use.

,

Whether the mechanisms for reading interference discussed in the preceding
.--

i(

section occur often enough or are impcirtant °ugh go account for the magnitude
..

of reading failurelf Black children must r n an open Oestion until more

research has been conducted,.

My guess'is that dialect is only part of the problem. There-are other

differences between various aspects of Black.chilaren's culture and the schok

culture that could lead to interference with learning to read. There are peer

group influences (Lewis 1970), audience participation expectation's (Abrahams

and Gay 1973, Kochman 1971), turn taking rules, and nonverbal communication

strategies (Johnson 141), in Black culture that may.conflict with the in-

structional situation in schools. Thcie is also teachers' failure to nuild

_

upon molts of communication that arc npcific to PHA culture such as verbal
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play and the emphasis on form rather. than content (Kochman 1969). All of

41

these factors including dialect when added to a more adequate knowledge of

, the psychological processes involved ill learning to readtban we presently

posses, could. go a long way toward explaining and remedying the reading problems

of Black children. The research must have its main focus on the classroom and

the description aLd analysis of how these factors directly influence Black'

fir

Children's learning.

As far'as reading instruction is concerned, there should be a shift of
1

emphasis away from instructional materials to attempts to change teachers'

strategies for teaching Black children that takes into account their language

and cultural differe es. Unfortunately it is not, clear at,the present time

what teachers shoula be taught since we do not have a very clear idea of the

mechanisms of interference. Nor do we have a very detailed idea of what

teachers are presently doing. Research that prof/ides detailed descriptions

of classroom instruction will provide some of this information. Working with

. teachers in analyzing and describing classroom episodes such as contained In

the Piestrup data may provide a good starting point for our efforts to change

teschers'strategies'for teaching Black children.

29
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Footnotes

453

1 relateeversion of this proposal-is to write materials.by avoiding
.

Black dialect features. Wolfram (1970) has pointed out some of the problems

with this approach. It has not been,researchtd to. my knowledge and not *much'

*interest has been shown in it.

disticfction between gramm4tical and Phonological features of Black

diaAct is not clear cut. First, there are features that are wholly phonological

such as consonant cluster simplification in mottomorPhemic words, e.g., "test"-

"tess,7 "desk"4"dess." Second, there are features that are phonological in origin

but intersect with consonant cluster simplification in words with past tense

morphemes, "liked"-"like," "passed"-"pass," etc. Third, there are feature's

that are clearly grammatical such as the invariant "be." In this.disoussion,

'phonological-and gr*Malatical interference will be discussed separately, in the

full recognItion.that there,are many features in category two..

I
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June 8--A.M.

OPEN DISCUSSION OF SIMONS ERESENTATION

1

McCONKIE: It's interesting that the last statement you made assumes that the

teachers you are going to. teach are white, because of course if you are goihg to

teach black teachers, you don't have to teach them that.

SIMONS: That's a wrong assumption on your part. Half the teachers in this study

Were black.

McCONKIE: Presumably, if you had cultural similarity,between the black tea!her

and the black kids, then wd.should get exactly the Opposite of the effects you

report, unless the black teachers are from a cultural backgroudd that makes them

more similar to the white than-the black with respect to language, and so

on. Has there been research that has shown this kindof a shift, when you Work

with black teachers who do understand-the dialect of the black kids, and perhaps

who use it?

SIMONS: Black teachers do some of the same things,'as I described here. Other

black teacher!, do other things, that are much closer to black kids' communicatiOn
.

.

style. Thivis why based on the sample of 12 teachers, I make no claim for
,1

generality.

There are a couple of teachers in the sample that pisstrup identifies as

black artful, and they _.do all kinds of things that .appear to be oucinmore

consistent with the black children'd coidunicatiye styles. These two teachers
A

engaged in verbal play and they do other things that more traditional teachers

would consider to be appalling.
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MoCONKIEz Do,youhave any sense about whether the black kids in those classrooms

are in fact learning to read?

SIMONS: In this study-, yea. Well, *he study is equivocal, because there was no
-

pre-test, but the kids from these two teachers, in this limited study, read

better at the:end of firfWgrde.

:

WEDDINGTON: When you say :better,"- how does that differ? I mean, i8 .there a

different identification of what is done?

SIMONS: No, no. It has been fairly well studied, and there is a whole set of

features of black-dialect that are different from Standard English.

WEDDINGTON: But-doesn't this represent a value system? 4

SIMONS: Absolutely. That's part of the problem. If black dialect was accepted

in the way my Boston accent is, you wouldn't have reading interference from

.

dialect, you would have something elae%---
. .

°'

WEDDINGTON: I propose that the rendition of the word is really not so important

in comprehensioh; if comprehension is taking place, but the other aspect of it

is, the basic assumption is that certain spellings - represent certain

'proesmciations..'

SIMONS: When, grew up, everyone, including the teacher, made the same

deviations, so, there was no need for episodes like this. I mean, there was no

correction, because there was nothing to correct; we all /spoke the same way,

38
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even though it was different from the 'Way the reading program described it._

. '
McCONKIE: The year I spent iq Boston, I wasn't too happy about them teachir my

kids that "father," like "your father and mother," and "farther," like " her

down the street," are homonyms-.

SIMONS: They are, of course, Inloston. The issue is that I suppose we are

trying to get the kids to conform to something inconsistent with their
t

communicative baAground.

TRABASSO: You seem to make an assumption that teachers in general might share

knowledge with children. It seems to me it is hardly ever the oase that the

teacher shares knowledge with the child; that's part of the game, to teach them,

bring them to the point where you do share knowledge.

The basic premise of your NOcio-linguistie approach seems to me to be

incorrect; that is, when will it be the case-that you have completed shared

knowledge; so that you can prevent misunderstandings? I don't, see how this can

be the, real source of the problem. There are so many possibilities for

misinterpretations, independent of race. The fact that you have paired an adult

with a child creates the absence of shared knOWledge.

SIMONS: Well, I think it is a matter of degree, it than either yes ir no,

because there are.certianly adult-child differences,in cOmmunicative strategies.
4

But in addition there are a 'so cultural differences in\sa-ategies, and it is*

question of degree.
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ObvioUsly the are giving_ the kids infOrmation. It is how you 411
, .

%
,

present that inforlation, rather than what thle information is, necessarily. One
. . i. -.

-\ v

hypothesis would be that the communicative stratepes of Middle-class teachers

I" 1
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are closer to middle-class white kids. Middle - class black and white teachers are

closer to middle -class white kids than to blacgkids. The kids have to learn
C

that in school,

TRABASSU: The implication of what you are saying is ewe should giVe middle-class

mothers to the children before they come in school, so they would do better in

school.

I

SIMONS: No, ylu changed the thesis.

TRABASSO: The problem is that you are saying there are `cultural. differences

which lead to a lack of shared knowledge about communicative acts. This is going

to give rise to misunderstandings, and you get this whole snowball effect. It

'UMW to me one could take your,analysis, take the same protocols, and get"a very_
'different-analysia, wh4A4 al4C point tout Another source of difficulty. In

particular, if one talked bout

rot information, what/ kind

what it takes to

of interactions

labeling them accepting, rejecting statements.,

help bring about the acquisition

are required, I could 'start

I don't need to go back into any

kind of background of shared knowledge. In other words, the teachpr doesn't

accgpt what the child says the fiOat time, the second time, the third time, and

so forth and the question is. whether those failures to accept affect the child.

why do I. havd to go into. this speech-act anal

int/mace on why.blabk children don't read?

AO

and say it is a catisattve
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SIMONS: It is mote complicalegothan &hying accept and reject; there all kinds

of
,

subtle things going on that people are unconscious of. All of these are
4

iirrective,:but the way it is done may have an important influence on ,what
.

,going' on.. So it isn!t simply a qbestion of reject and accept- There are subtle

things to look at. Maybe it won'tturn out to be that important, I am just

-suggesting this as &direction for research, rather than as a conclusion.

MacOINITIE: One thing that happened in the example that was given is that ,the

teacher did not make clear what Tesponse was wanted. Tbt teacher _Js more likely ,_

4

to receivs responae that will be accepted, if the teacher has made clear what

4111

response is, wanted. The kind of response that should be accepted is a mows

difficult problem in,the teaching of Writing than in the, teaching of c-reading.

questionquestion of whether to. accept a Black English gramiatica rendition is more .

critical in the case of writing.

;

There is a basic problem with most of the studies that have-been-dOne on the

effects of changing the grammatical structure of what the kids read. Those who,

have tried to learn to use a foreign language in'a real-life situation know that

A
it requires not simply a translation of English, but it's a whole way or

style of saying things....The same thing is true to a considerable extent of

dialects -as well. There 'is a whole different way of saying, things. If.you 4

simply take a Standard English text, and translate it literally, into' Black

,
which -to whit"haa usually been done, the result is no Black English.

MINORS: Yea. Whit I im suggesting is that we go into "the classrooms and :start

analyzing What'goes on, and then decide what to db. Teachers givelthe kids a lot

of ialnforsation about language,- they tell them things that aren't so: and kids .

get oonfOrd:
41
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HA44014D: It isms to me the difference between somebody who speaks what you call

black dialect and Walter Cronkite, is not the same as the difference between the

'Way you are speaking Standard English with a Boston accent and Waltgr Cronkite,

because in the. case of the black dialect there are syntactical differences, as

.

well as differences in pronunciation.- It also seems to me when we are
. .

considering the intereferince that say come from 'speaking black dialect or

another non-standaredfilect, we have to consider the'affective domain, as hell

as the linguistic domain. That t difference does it make to me that my

dialect it put down; that it's considered :substandard? These are two questions

that probably Ought to be separated out. And I as not clear from what you said
a

the extent to'which that's been done or do-able.

It also seems to me that you suggested that the evidence that there is makes

it look lihe black 'kids, who- Speak black dialect, can understand Standard

English. The question is Whether they can produce it or not. Understadding 'and

producing ought to be looked at differently. Your earlier comments about writing

are quite relevant there since writing it a form of production. I wonder what

anybody has done about looking at kids who speak black palect, and also learn to

readStandard.English. What do we know about bow they differ from their

coinarpaits who don't learn to read Standard ,English? Are the former

.bidielectal? What else do we know about them?

SIMONS: There is research that the kids understand spoken Standard English, and

._(-

they don't produce it, they produce dialect. It is hard to get them to chew

their speech in,school. I think I agree with most of what. you may. I' don't

think there is any more need to research the features at all. I think that we

sboiiiiinove on to the functional cohfiicts. The attitude, is probably quite

important, I don't know if you can separate it.

o
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=GOLD: There are a number of research questions that are suggested by your

paper, and those will take a long time to answer, I believe. There are a number

of value questiots that may never be answerable. ,But, I think there are some

things that we can say in the role of thin conference as a prestriptive

institution. We can say things like the following: -teachers ought to be trained

to realize when they-',are punishing kids. They ought to be trained to realize

when they say, "Get your finger out of your mouth," rather than, "Yes, pat's the

right word, but I don't like the, way you pronounced it," that they are not

telling the kid what's wrong. And I don't see why we-Can't at least suggest this

-level of training immediste1y, and then take up what I think are some veil,

interesting research questions that are going to take a lot longer to answer.

ADDINGTON: I was wondering, is there observation in these .classroces, and What.

is done about grammaticastructUre as being isolated from"reading, whether ylere

is the teaching of grammatical structure? It seems to me that grammatical

structures, as rules, phould be separated from reading behavior.

SIMMS: I think that's true, but I think we really need a lot more extensive

observati of what actually happeryt_in the schoOl, and I have just picked out a

few episodes. We need much, much. more data on.ail kinds of things that go on.
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